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We present the results of a magnetotransport study of vertical In12xGaxAs quantum dots. We observe a
series of current plateaus, due to the quantum dot eigenstates, that exhibit a purely diamagnetic response in
magnetic field parallel to the current, and no shift in energy in magnetic field perpendicular to the current. In
perpendicular field, a suppression of the current plateaus is observed that is not present in parallel field. We
also observe fine structure on the current plateaus and study its magnetic field dependence. We observe that the
fine structure moves systematically in voltage with changing magnetic field, in both the perpendicular and
parallel field orientations, while the plateau edges only exhibit a diamagnetic shift in parallel field. The current
plateau step edge exhibits the expected Fermi-level broadening with temperature whereas the fine structure is
observed to be relatively temperature insensitive. This is indicative of tunneling from states in the emitter
below the Fermi level. Additionally, thermal activation of subthreshold fine structure is observed. We attribute
the origin of this fine structure to the dopant-induced discreteness of the electronic density of states in the
emitter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tunneling in low-dimensional semiconductor structures
has been a very active research field, both experimentally1–9

and theoretically.10–18 Electron confinement is usually
achieved either through fabrication imposed confinement of
a double-barrier resonant-tunneling structure~DBRTS! or
through electrostatic confinement of a two-dimensional~2D!
electron layer. Both techniques create a potential that spa-
tially localizes an electron in a region, the dot, and quantize
the allowed energy levels in this region. These two tech-
niques also allow for the coupling of electrodes to the
sample. One electrode, the emitter, probes the density of
quasi-0D states by injecting electrons into the dot. The other
electrode, the collector, allows injected electrons to leave the
dot.

In the case of 2D electron layers that are electrostatically
confined, the single-electron charging energy,UC , is usually
much greater thandE, the spacing between single-particle
states in the dot. In the case of a double-barrier semiconduc-
tor heterostructure,dE andUC can be of the same order,

2 or
UC can be less thandE. In the regime where they are on the
same order, it is difficult to distinguish between the transport
phenomena caused by each of these effects2,16 and proper
modeling14 is required to appropriately assign the observed
structure to either spatial quantization or single-electron
charging.

Much of the previous work in double-barrier structures
utilizes a GaAs well between two AlxGa12xAs barriers to
form the dot.1,2,5,9 Typically, the well and barriers are un-
doped. Undoped spacer layers (;100 Å! are situated imme-
diately prior to the barriers to prevent the diffusion of dop-

ants into the AlxGa12xAs barriers during growth. Dopants in
Al xGa12xAs are known to form deep donor levels (DX cen-
ters!, and it is preferable to avoid complicating the electron
spectroscopy with events due to these levels.19 These spacer
layers are usually contacted by highly doped GaAs. This
results in a conduction-band profile for the bulk epitaxial
material as shown in Fig. 1~a!.20 The first quantized state in
the well is relatively far away from the Fermi level in the
emitter, due to band bending in the spacer layer region~lat-
eral quantization pulls the dot states up even further!. In this
example, biases on the order of hundreds of millivolts are
needed to pull these states down and to inject electrons into
the dot. By using an In12xGaxAs well, the equilibrium dot
quantum states may be brought down closer to, or below, the
Fermi level @Fig. 1~b!#. Lower quantum levels in the well
imply longer lifetimes~i.e., less intrinsic energy broadening!.
Additionally, since this reduces the resonant bias voltage, far
less distortion of the emitter-dot-collector potential occurs
while examining the density of states of the dot, as compared
to a conventional GaAs vertical quantum dot. Due to the
lower applied bias required, there is far less power dissipa-
tion and local electron heating in the dot region.

II. SAMPLE GROWTH AND FABRICATION

Samples are grown using molecular-beam epitaxy on a
Si-doped~100! GaAs substrate. The active region consists of
a 50-Å In0.1Ga0.9As quantum well, enclosed by a pair of
40-Å-thick Al 0.25Ga0.75As barriers. This region, along with
100-Å spacer layers of GaAs that contact the barriers, is
undoped. The spacer layers are contacted by GaAs doped
with Si at a density of 331018 cm23.

Small (;100 nm! AuGe/Ni/Au Ohmic top-contact dots
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are defined by electron-beam lithography on the surface of
the grown resonant tunneling structure. A bilayer polymeth-
ylmethacrylate resist and lift-off method is used. The metal
dot Ohmic contact serves as a self-aligned etch mask for
highly anisotropic reactive ion etching~RIE! using BCl3 as
an etch gas. The resonant tunneling structure is etched
through to the bottomn1 GaAs contact. Contact to the top of
the structures is achieved through a planarizing-etchback
process employing polyimide and an O2 RIE.

3 A gold con-
tact pad is then evaporated over the columns. Bottom contact
is achieved through the conductive substrate.

III. THEORY

A. Lateral quantization and magnetic field
Consider a quantum well that has been quantized in the

vertical dimension through epitaxial growth. The vertical
confinement in such a structure is modeled by a rectangular
potential. In the lateral dimension through fabrication, we
can create a system that is a quasi-0D dot connected to the
outside world by two 1D leads. The lateral confinement,
which is enhanced due to Fermi-level pinning at midgap on
the sidewalls, may be modeled by a parabolic potential.2,3

For a parabolic model the allowed energy levels,En,l ,
are given by (2n1ul u11)\v0 , where the radial quantum
numbers n50,1,2, . . . , the azimuthal quantum numbers
l 50,61,62, . . . , and\v0 is the energy state spacing in
the parabolic well.E0 , the energy spacing between states,
DE5\v, is (2FT /m* )

(1/2)(\/R), whereFT is the Fermi-
level pinning energy at the sidewalls,R is the lateral physical
dimension, andm* is the electron effective mass. For a

GaAs well, with AlxGa12xAs barriers, typical values for en-
ergy state separation are on the order of 25 meV, for
FT50.8 eV andR'500 Å.

If a magnetic field oriented parallel to the current is ap-
plied, according to first-order perturbation theory, the shift of
the energy levels is given by

dEBi I5S e\

2m* D l B1
e2B2^r 0

2&
8m*

. ~1!

Note that spin is neglected in Eq.~1!, as the spin splitting
energy,ge\B/2m, is only 0.25 meV at 10 T. The shift for a
localized level withl 50 is entirelydue to the diamagnetic
term,dEdiamag5e2B2^r 0

2&/8m* , where^r 0
2& is the spatial ex-

tent of the localized wave function. Therefore, the observa-
tion of an experimental diamagnetic shift is adirect measure
of ^r 0

2&.
For magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the current,

the first-order perturbation term is more difficult to evaluate,
and numerical methods are required.21,22 Numerical results
indicate an increase in dot energy states by a diamagnetic
shift term, which is predicted to be less than 0.5 meV at 10 T
for a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum dot system with the same
well width ~50 Å! as in this study. The small value for the
state energy shift in this field orientation is due to the inter-
action of a relatively weak magnetic potential with the much
stronger confinement potential in the epitaxial confinement
(z) direction.

B. Charging effects

Charging effects become important as the lateral device
area is scaled down. Charging can be introduced into the
usual single-electron model, by modeling the Coulomb
charging energy of the quantum dot as arising from a single
effective capacitanceC.1 This approach uses the semiclassi-
cal geometric capacitance~the sum of an emitter capacitance
Ce and a collector capacitanceCc),

C5Ce1Cc'
ee0pa

2

4
~de

211dc
21!, ~2!

wherede anddc are the thicknesses of the emitter and col-
lector barriers, respectively, anda is the dot effective elec-
trical diameter. For the structures in this paper,
C'2.6310216 F using eAlxGa12xAs

'11.6, anda'800 Å.

The valuea is the electrical diameter, which is the extrapo-
lated value determined from current density measurements
on large area samples. In this case, the estimated charging
energy,EC5e2/2C, is approximately 0.31 meV.23 More
generally,EC,N5e2/C(N21/2) is the Coulomb charging
energy forN electrons residing on the dot.1,24

C. Numerical results

While many of the analytic results are very useful to first
order in determining expected diamagnetic shifts and state
spacings, the treatment of the lateral potential as either a
parabolic or hardwall potential is an oversimplification of the
problem. In order to treat thereal lateral potential, numerical
3D potential models have been pursued to more accurately

FIG. 1. Conduction band diagram in the tunneling direction for
~a! a GaAs quantum well~unconfined laterally! and the correspond-
ing diagram for~b! an In0.1GaAs0.9 quantum well. The shaded re-
gions correspond to occupied electron states below the Fermi level
and the line in the well denotes the position of the ground-state
level.
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determine the expected level spacings and diamagnetic
shifts. Starting from a physical description of the structure,
the Poisson equation is solved self-consistently using a non-
linear successive over-relaxation algorithm.10 Zero-field
boundary conditions are invoked at thez boundaries and the
azimuthal axis. The electrostatic potential at the surface is
chosen such that the Fermi level is pinned near midgap. It is
assumed that the pinning in the well and barrier is deter-
mined by the pinning in the GaAs.

The energy eigenstates within the 0D dot are determined
by numerically solving the Schro¨dinger equation in cylindri-
cal coordinates,

2
\2

2m* F1r ]

]r S r ]c

]r D1
1

r 2
]2c

]f2 1
]2c

]z2 G1Vc5Ec. ~3!

Invoking the separation of variables c(r ,f,z)
5R(r ,z)F(f) and substitution of the radial function
u(r ,z)5ArR(r ,z) reduces Eq.~3! to the following form for
cylindrically symmetric potentials:

2
\2

2m* F¹ r
21¹z

21
1

r 2 S l 22
1

4D Gu1V~r ,z!u5Eu, ~4!

wherel is the azimuthal angular momentum. This equation
is discretized on a finite difference basis resulting in a sym-
metric pentadiagonal Hamiltonian matrix. A hard wall
boundary is invoked at the external edges of the
Al xGa12xAs barriers and the exposed surface. The eigen-
states are calculated using a shift and invert Lanczos algo-
rithm followed by inverse iteration.25 Results from these cal-
culations are used to determine the energy spacing between
quantized levels (DE).

Choosing the scalar potentialA5(1/2)(B3r ), the elec-
tronic potential due to a magnetic field parallel to the current
(z direction! is given by

VBz
~r ,z!5

1

2m* Fe24 B2r 21e\Bl G . ~5!

The addition of this term to the Hamiltonian allows for the
calculation of the dot eigenstate magnetic field dependence.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several different types of transport measurements were
performed to investigate the electronic properties of the ver-
tical InxGa12xAs quantum dot structures. First, large area
samples~i.e., no lateral confinement! were examined to
verify the epitaxial (z) potential and to determine current
densities in the bulk material. Following this, small area dot
structures were measured at low temperatures. Variable tem-
perature data, as well as a variety of magnetotunneling mea-
surements will be presented.

A. Large area samples

Large area resonant tunneling diodes are fabricated to ex-
amine the peak positions and current densities for the epitax-
ial material. Figure 2~a! shows a current versus voltage trace
for a 1024-mm2 sample measured at 4 K. The symmetric
response is consistent with the symmetric epitaxial structure.
The negative differential resistance occurs at623 mV with a

peak current density of 56 A/cm2. The low bias conductance
is 25 mS for the 1024-mm2 device, and this value is ob-
served to scale linearly with device area, as expected, pro-
viding a means of extrapolating the upper limits for the elec-
trical sizes of the smaller devices.

B. Zero-magnetic-field measurements: small area samples

The small area quantum dot samples are measured at mil-
liKelvin temperatures in a dilution refrigerator. Figure 2~b!
shows a current versus voltage [I (V)] curve for a sample
(R'100 nm! under zero magnetic field, at a mixing chamber
temperature of 50 mK. Figure 3 shows an expansion of the
zero bias region. The conductance for this sample (; 0.4
mS! yields a value of approximately 800 Å for the electrical
diametera.

A staircase structure in current is observed in Figs. 2~b!
and 3 in both bias directions, especially at low biases.

Similar structure in the low bias regime for DBRTS has
been previously reported by other groups.2,26 The major dif-

FIG. 2. ~a! Current vs voltage for a large area~1024 mm2)
sample fabricated from the same epitaxial material used for the
small area quantum dots (T54.2 K!; ~b! current versus voltage for
an In0.1Ga0.9As quantum dot. Note the steplike structure in current
near zero bias (T550 mK, mixing chamber!.

FIG. 3. An expansion of the low bias regime of Fig. 2~b!.
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ference in our work is the use of an In12xGaxAs dot, as well
as the use of a symmetric epitaxial structure. The current
steps are relatively flat at low bias, where the transmission
coefficient is not a strong function of applied bias. In order to
analyze the electron spectroscopy in greater detail, we need
to determine the bias to energy conversion factor,a. The
value of a is a measure of the amount of voltage that is
actually dropped between the emitter and the quantum dot
state. As will be shown,a may be determined from the tem-
perature dependence of the plateau edges.

C. Variable temperature measurements

The sharpness of the current plateau edges is expected to
broaden as temperature increases, due to the broadening of
the emitter Fermi distribution at higher temperature. The cur-
rent versus voltage characteristics as a function of tempera-
ture for reverse bias are shown in Fig. 4~a!. As expected, the
plateau edges are very sensitive to changes in temperature.

The voltage to energy conversion factor,a, is calculated
from fitting the Fermi function to the first current plateau
(I 0 is the value of the current on the plateau! in the variable
temperature data, i.e.,

I ~V,T!5I 0f ~aV!5
I 0

11exp@2ea~V2Vth!/~kT!#
. ~6!

Vth is threshold voltage for the current plateau and can be
accurately determined from the intersection point of the
I (V,T) curves in Fig. 4~a!, since the current given by Eq.~6!
does not depend upon temperature forV5Vth . The value of
a is determined to be 0.37 meV/mV in the forward bias

direction and 0.50 meV/mV in the reverse bias direction. The
different a values imply an asymmetry in the emitter and
collector contacts of the quantum dot device~either in dop-
ing, or in the barrier or spacer layer thickness! in contrast to
the symmetric response seen in the large area device@Fig.
2~a!#. This is not surprising as we are now probing a very
localized region instead of averaging over nonuniformities in
barriers or series doping, as in the large area device.

It should also be noted that only temperaturesgreater
than 1 K were used in determininga, since below 1 K, the
line shape can reach either the intrinsic linewidth that is lim-
ited by inelastic scattering26 or the temperature limit for
cooling the electrons in the dilution refrigerator. The electron
temperature in the sample is often not the same as that of the
mixing chamber, or of the sample thermometer, at mil-
liKelvin temperatures. In both the reverse and forward bias
directions, the sample’s electrons appear to stop cooling at a
mixing chamber temperature of 100–200 mK. This places an
upper limit on the intrinsic state linewidth (G at T50) of
approximately 1.9310211 s.

Equation~6! predicts that the current value at the thresh-
old point (V5Vth) for the different temperatureI (V) curves
in Fig. 4~a! should beI 0/2, half that of the plateau current,
I 0 . However, in both bias directions, the experimentally ob-
served plateau current is less thanI 0 , typically only 75% of
I 0 . Equation~6! relies on the assumption of a constant den-
sity of states in the 1D emitter as the bias is increased. If we
are near a 1D subband edge atV5Vth , as the bias is in-
creased the density of states, and current, will decrease. We
also observe an oscillatory fine structure on the current pla-
teaus which could affect the plateau current value. For this
reason, a is determined by fitting the region where
V<V th .

The observed fine structure between plateau edges@Fig.
4~a!# exhibits significantly less dependence upon tempera-
ture, especially for those peaks located far away from the
plateau edges. This relative temperature insensitivity indi-
cates tunneling of the electrons below the emitter Fermi
level, where the emitter state occupation is not a strong func-
tion of temperature. Therefore, the fine structure is attributed
to emitter states below the Fermi level, which pass into and
out of resonance with the narrow 0D dot levels, as the ap-
plied bias is varied. At very low temperatures, only states in
the emitter at or below the Fermi level,EF , are occupied.
These are the only emitter states available for tunneling.
Electrons in the states nearest to the Fermi level will tunnel
into the dot state first. States below the Fermi level then
contribute to the tunneling as the bias is increased.

At finite temperature, occupation of the emitter states
above the Fermi level is possible and therefore thermally
activated resonancesbelow the first plateau should be ob-
served. The inset of Fig. 4~a! shows such a resonance effect,
resulting in a subthreshold thermally activated conductance
peak. SinceI (V)5I 0f (aV), whereI 0 is a constant prefactor
dependent upon the transmission coefficient, andf (aV) is
the Fermi function, the conductance, dI/dV
5I 0d f(aV)/dV. A fit of this to the subthreshold conduc-
tance peak strength@inset Fig. 4~a!#, assuming an emitter
state above the Fermi level becomes thermally activated, is
shown in Fig. 4~b!. The energy difference between the ther-
mally activated emitter state and Fermi level~1.7 meV! is

FIG. 4. ~a! Reverse bias current vs voltage for a quantum dot at
35 mK, 2.0 K, 4.0 K, 5.0 K, 7.5 K, 10.0 K, and 14.0 K. The inset
shows the subthreshold peak~in conductance! that arises as tem-
perature is increased.~b! Experimental conductance~crosses! vs
temperature@for the peak in the inset of~a!# and the theoretical fit
~solid line!.
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known from measuring the difference between the plateau
threshold voltage at low temperature~which determines the
emitter Fermi-level position! and the thermally activated
conductance peak position at higher temperatures. Theonly
fitting parameter isI 0 , which is within 5% of the value used
for the first reverse bias current plateau~atV5Vth). A simi-
lar thermally activated subthreshold peak is observed in the
forward bias direction as well.

D. Magnetotunneling measurements

Two types of magnetotunneling measurements were per-
formed. The first, which are discussed in this section, are
measurements that include a large bias range@similar to that
in Fig. 2~b!#, over relatively large magnetic field increments
~approximately 0.2 T! from 0 to 9 T. Both bias directions are
covered, in magnetic field both parallel and perpendicular to
the current~i.e., perpendicular and parallel to the quantum
well, respectively!. In order to better characterize the mag-
netoconductance of the fine structure on the plateaus, a low
bias region (;645 mV! that contains the first few steps
~similar to that shown in Fig. 3! is examined with higher
current sensitivity and smaller magnetic field steps~approxi-
mately 0.02 T! for both bias directions and field orientations.
This data are discussed in Sec. IV G.

In a magnetic field parallel to current, diamagnetic shifts
of the dot ground-state levels are expected~see Sec. III A!.
Figures 5 and 6 show the reverse and forward current-
voltage characteristics in magnetic field parallel to current,
ranging from 0 to 9 T. The mixing chamber temperature is
30 mK and the step in magnetic field between traces is 1875
G. The traces are offset by a constant current value for clar-
ity.

Note that there is a diamagnetic movement of all steps to
higher bias with the magnetic field parallel to the current.
This movement can be better observed in the fan diagram
shown in Fig. 12, which will be presented in Sec. IV G. Plots

of the plateau energy shift versus magnetic field squared~not
shown! yield straight lines for all plateaus. At 9 T, the dia-
magnetic shift is approximately11.4–2.6 meV~12–4 mV!,
depending on the current step-dot level. Table I lists the val-
ues for the diamagnetic shifts and current plateau widths for
the first six steps in reverse and forward bias directions.
From Eq.~1! (l 50) and slope of the experimentally mea-
sured diamagnetic energy shift versusB2 ~accounting for
a), the radial wave-function extent is determined to be ap-
proximately 100 Å for the ground state in both bias direc-
tions. The implications of the radial wave-function extent
upon the dot electron spectroscopy will be elaborated upon
after discussing the results for the magnetic field oriented
perpendicular to the current.

It should be noted here that all resonances shift tohigher
bias withonly a diamagnetic trend. This is in contrast to the
single-electron theories for two-dimensionally and three-
dimensionally confined, nearly cylindrical quantum dots in a
magnetic field.27 These theories show that some states in-
crease in energy with magnetic field, while other states de-
crease in energy. Starting from zero field, the ground state
alwaysshifts upward in energy, while the second stateal-
ways shifts downward~ignoring spin!. This is due to the

FIG. 5. Current-voltage characteristics in magnetic field parallel
~0–9 T in 0.1875-T steps! to the current for the reverse bias direc-
tion. Traces are offset by a constant current value for clarity.

FIG. 6. Current-voltage characteristics in magnetic field parallel
~0–9 T in 0.1875-T steps! to the current for the forward bias direc-
tion. Traces are offset by a constant current value for clarity.

TABLE I. Experimentally observed diamagnetic shifts and cur-
rent plateau widths for the reverse and forward bias directions.

Plateau index dEdiamag Plateau width
(N) ~meV,B59 T! ~meV!

~reverse, forward bias! ~reverse, forward bias!

1 1.4,1.6 5.0,3.3
2 1.5,1.6 6.5,3.3
3 1.9,2.6 6.5,2.6
4 2.0,1.6 9.0,4.4
5 2.1,1.6 1.1,3.0
6 2.1,1.0 3.5,2.2
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Zeeman term~the term linear inB) in Eq. ~1!. Figure 7
shows a numerical calculation of the energy eigenstate de-
pendence upon parallel magnetic field. The solid lines show
the l 50 states, which exhibit only diamagnetic shifts, the
dotted lines show thel .0 states.

The absence of Zeeman effects in the experimental data
~i.e., peaks splitting, and shifting in energy with a linear
term! implies that either we cannot probel .0 states, pos-
sibly due to orthogonality between the emitter wave func-
tions andl .0 dot levels, or this simply tells us thatl is not
a good quantum number for this system. This implies that the
assumed cylindrical symmetry has been distorted signifi-
cantly. It should be noted that other groups1,2,28 investigating
similar systems also observe a diamagnetic dependence only.

As discussed earlier, for magnetic field directions perpen-
dicular to the current, the quantum dot states should not be
greatly perturbed in energy by the magnetic field (,0.5 meV
at 10 T! due to the strongz confinement. Figure 8 shows the
reverse current-voltage characteristics in perpendicular mag-
netic field, for the same temperature and bias conditions as in
Fig. 5. As expected, all of the current steps attributed to 0D
dot states are not greatly affected by the perpendicular field,
in contrast to the diamagnetic movement observed in the
parallel field. This is confirmation that the current steps are
the result of tunneling through the laterally localized dot
states that reside in the strong confinement of the quantum
well.

E. Current suppression in perpendicular magnetic field

In addition to the difference in the response of the dot
energy levels~i.e., the current plateau edges! to parallel and
perpendicular magnetic field, suppression of the plateau cur-
rent is observed for both bias directions in magnetic field
oriented perpendicular to the current. Especially noteworthy
are the lower plateaus in Fig. 8, which appear to vanish due
to the current scale. Figure 9 shows how dramatic these ef-
fects are. Current versus magnetic field squared is shown for
the maximum and minimum current observed on the first
plateau in the reverse bias direction, in both parallel and
perpendicular field orientations. In parallel field, the differ-
ence between the current minimum and maximum remains
constant on a logarithmic scale over the field range in both
bias directions, and only slight suppression is observed at 9
T. The current suppression for perpendicular field at 9 T is
very large for the reverse bias~a factor of 100 for the plateau
current minimum and 25 for the current maximum!. In for-
ward bias, a factor of approximately 10 is observed for both
the current plateau minimum and maximum.

This current suppression has been observed previously in
a coupled-dot system,21 and was attributed to a decreasing
0D-0D transition probability between the coupled dots. In
our case, since there is one quantum well, the perpendicular

FIG. 8. Current-voltage characteristics in magnetic field perpen-
dicular ~0–9 T in 0.1825-T steps! to the current for the reverse bias
direction.

FIG. 9. Maximum~solid! and minimum~dashed! current values
for the first current plateau in reverse bias as a function of perpen-
dicular and parallel magnetic field.

FIG. 7. Calculation of the energy eigenstate dependence upon
magnetic field parallel to the current. The solid lines denote the
l 50 states, the dashed lines denote thel .0 states, for a dot
radius of 60 nm.
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field canonly be decreasing the 1D emitter to 0D dot transi-
tion probability. If the emitter and dot lateral wave functions
are modeled as Gaussian functions, the observed linear log
(I ) versusB2 trend can be accounted for. The current is
proportional to the overlap between the emitter and dot wave
functions,

I}E cemittercdot dy5lAp

2
, ~7!

where both the emitter and dot wave function are assumed to
have a Gaussian wave function,c}exp(2y2/l2). Under the
application of a perpendicular magnetic field that shifts the
emitter wave functions with respect to the dot wave function
by a displacementy0 ,

cemitter}exp@2~y2y0!
2/l2#. ~8!

In this case,

E cemittercdot dy5S lAp

2 D expS 2y0
2

2l2 D . ~9!

As current is proportional to this overlap, log(I ) }y0
2 . If

y0}B, we have the log(I ) }B2 behavior observed experi-
mentally.

To consider whether this trend is reasonable, note that
coupling to the strong epitaxial dot potential in thez direc-
tion prevents a substantial shift of the dot wave-function
center.29 The shift of the emitter wave function,y0 , may be
estimated using the parabolic lateral potential approximation
in magnetic field and assuming that in magnetic field this
potential is offset byy0 , i.e.,

V5
1

2
vc~y

22y0
2!. ~10!

As a result of introducing the potential into the Hamiltonian
and applying Schro¨dinger’s equation in Cartesian coordi-
nates, the displacementy0 is given by

y05
pzvc

m* ~vc
21v0

2!
. ~11!

For v0.vc , this term varies asB, as required.

F. Spectroscopy interpretation: TheN-dot model

The wide bias magnetotransport studies point out some
clear inconsistencies with the expected quantum dot system.
The magnitude of the diamagnetic shift implies a dot wave-
function spatial extent of approximately 200 Å in diameter.
For this dimension, a charging energy of 5 meV is
expected,30 and a quantization energy,EQ , of 35–45 meV
between the ground state and first excited state is expected
~the lower limit is the parabolic result, the upper limit is the
hardwall result!. While the charging seems reasonable to ac-
count for the observed plateau edge to plateau edge separa-
tions ~see Table I!, the quantization energy isfar too large to
account for the spacing from the second to the third plateau.
As the ground state is only doubly degenerate due to spin,
we expect to observe only two plateaus, separated by 5 meV/
a. Subsequent plateaus in theI (V) should then not be ob-
served until at least 70 mV higher in bias. Clearly a model
beyond simple charging and quantization is required to ex-
plain the experimental data.

To explain similar diamagnetic shifts in previous work, a
model of conducting filaments through the dot has been pro-
posed by Tewordtet al.1 The filaments are assumed to be
caused by the potential created by dopant atoms near or in
the dot, which enhances the lateral quantization already
present in the dot. Since on average all filament states are
laterally localized by about the same amount, all of the peaks
should exhibit similar diamagnetic shifts, which is observed.
This also yields a more complicated density of states for the
dot. However, transport through the system is still proceed-
ing via tunneling through highly localized dot states. Note
that this model also provides for the distortion of the cylin-
drical symmetry that is needed to prevent observation of
l .0 levels. Therefore, this model is consistent with our
experimental data.

Applying this to our case, we expect to have a series of
Coulomb-split plateau pairs with similar current step heights
(DI n), current suppression~for B'I ), and diamagnetic

FIG. 10. Energy ladder diagram for the two dot model. For no
electrons in the dot~N50!, there is a ground-state spin degenerate
level for the left and right dot (E0L andE0R), separated by a small
offset,dEQ . When the dot is occupied by one electron (N51e), it
will occupy the lowest state available,E0L , and the spin degen-
eracy of that state will be split by the Coulomb energy,e2/2c, into
E00L andE01L . The right state is also assumed to be lifted by the
charging energy. The second electron (N52) will enter the next
lowest-energy state (E01L). The third electron (N53) will then
enter the ground state of the right dot.

TABLE II. Experimentally observed current step values in zero
field and also forB59 T (B'I ). Suppression values are the ratio of
DI n(B50)/DI n(B59 T!.

Plateau index DI n ~pA! DI n ~pA! Current
(N) 0 T B59 T suppression

(2,1 bias! (2,1 bias! (2,1 bias!

1 200,600 8,70 25,8.6
2 200,500 11,60 18,8.3
3 800,1100 80,240 10,4.6
4 2300,1600 500,570 4.6,2.8
5 2500,2500 1400,580 1.8,4.3
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shifts. Restated, the transport model is that conduction is
proceeding throughN dots in parallel with the emitter. For
this specific sample,N'223. In examining Table I, note
that for reverse bias the diamagnetic shift is the same for
N5(1,2) and forN5(3,4), and that the energy spacing be-
tween all of these is close to what is expected for the charg-
ing energy. In the forward bias, a similar trend is observed
for the N5(1,2) andN5(4,5) pairs. Figure 10 shows the
conceptual energy ladder diagram for this transport process.

The current suppression and current step height (DI n) for
these pairs should also track together. Table II lists the ap-
proximateDI n at 0 and 9 T (B'I ) and suppression values
for reverse and forward bias for the first five plateaus. There
is some degree of uncertainty in estimatingDI n , as the as-
sumption is that each current plateau is independent of the
others, and that the background line shape~caused by the
preceding plateaus! is flat. This approximation begins to
break down around the fourth plateau in both bias directions.
For theN5(1,2) pairs in both bias directions, there is good
agreement between both theDI n values and the suppression.
For theN5(3,4) pair in reverse bias and theN5(4,5) pair
in forward bias, the agreement is not as good, although as
previously mentioned there is great uncertainty inDI n in this
regime. However, it is interesting to note that for theN53
plateau in forward bias~which exhibits a large diamagnetic
shift compared to the other steps! exhibits a suppression
value different from the other pairs. This could indicate that
it is the result of a third dot; however, its absence in reverse
bias cannot be explained. While theN-dot model cannot be
proven conclusively with this data, it is consistent with many
of the features observed~i.e., state separation, magnetic field
dependence, current suppression, and the lack of Zeeman
shifts!.

G. Magnetoconductance of the fine structure

While the magnetotunneling data presented in Sec. IV D
allows for tracking the motion of the plateau edges in field,

the magnetic field steps are too large to observe the magnetic
field dependence of the fine structure occurring on the cur-
rent plateaus. In order to better characterize this fine struc-
ture, data were acquired in the low bias regime~approxi-
mately6 45 mV!, every 187.5 G from 0 to 9 T. Data were
acquired in both bias directions and in both parallel and per-
pendicular magnetic field. Figure 11 shows a portion of this
survey in the forward bias direction. The magnetic field is
parallel to the current and ranges from 0~bottom! to 2.25 T
~top!. The I (V) traces have been vertically offset by a con-
stant current value, so the movement of the fine structure in
magnetic field is apparent. Similar fine structure behavior is
observed at higher magnetic fields~up to 9 T! and in mag-
netic field perpendicular to the current. The fine structure
characteristics are reproducible, even after thermally cycling
the sample to 300 K. Note that unlike the case of plateau
edges resulting from localized dot states, the fine structure
exhibits motion inboth parallel and perpendicular magnetic
field orientations. Note that the field steps are an order of

FIG. 11. I (V) data in parallel field, ranging from 0 T~bottom! to
2.25 T~top!. Curves are vertically offset by a constant current value
for clarity.

FIG. 12. Fan diagram showing peak voltage location vs mag-
netic field parallel to the current for the reverse bias direction.

FIG. 13. Fan diagram showing peak voltage location vs mag-
netic field perpendicular to the current for the reverse bias direction.
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magnitude smaller than those shown in Figs. 5 and 6. It is
apparent that this field dependence is different from that of
the dot states. Other groups1,2,31,32 have seen similar fine
structure, however, their field steps were on the order of
Tesla, rather than 100 G, so the dependence of this fine struc-
ture upon field appeared random.

To better view the data, fan diagrams were generated that
plot the plateau edge and fine structure peak voltage posi-
tions versus magnetic field. Figures 12 and 13 show fan dia-
grams for the reverse bias in parallel field (BuuI ) and perpen-
dicular field (B'I ), respectively. In parallel field, three lines
due to the current plateau edges at 10, 20, and 32 mV
(B50 T! are clearly visible. Between plateau edges, the fine
structure peaks form a complex lattice of crossing lines.

For the magnetic field perpendicular to current~Fig. 13!,
as expected there is little motion of the stronger lines~18, 29,
and 41 mV! associated with quantum dot states. While the
fine structure, the number of plateaus observed, and the pla-
teau widths are consistent through device thermal cycling,
the spectra are sometimes offset in voltage. We believe this
is due to the charging configuration that is in place in the
emitter and collector upon cooldown, which may change
from run to run.

Note how the fine structure motion in Figs. 12 and 13
clearly correlates with varying magnetic field. From measur-
ing the slope of these lines, we find that the fine structure
typically moves at a rate of 2.5 mV/T~1.25 meV/T! in re-
verse bias and 5.0 mV/T~1.85 meV/T! in the forward bias
direction. Both of these values are on order of the value for
eB/m* ~1.8 meV/T in In0.1Ga0.9As and 1.7 meV/T in
GaAs!. Similar field dependence of the fine structure is seen
in the perpendicular orientation, in contrast to the motion of
the dot state current plateau edges, which only are shifted in
magnetic field parallel to current. This confirms that the
source of the fine structure does not reside in the dot and
strongly implies the presence of emitter states.

The average energy separation between the fine structure
peaks on the first plateau in both bias and field directions has
been calculated by performing a numerical Fourier transform
upon the fan diagrams. Table III shows the values for the
mean fine structure separation,x̄, and the standard deviation,
s. As expected, no dramatic change in the peak separation is
observed when the field orientation is changed.

In previous work by Su and Goldman,2,31 the fine struc-
ture was observed to quench in magnetic field. This was
viewed as evidence against the fine structure being attributed
to a discrete density of states in the emitter. This is not the
case observed for the samples studied in our work. Even at
fields of up to 11 T the fine structure is still strong and
clearly present. In strong perpendicular field, the fine struc-

ture is observed to quench at thesamerate as the current
steps. Both are suppressed due to a decrease in the emitter-
dot transition probability in perpendicular field, and this is
the expected result if the fine structure is due to the density
of states in the emitter.

H. Origin of the fine structure

Several factors indicate that the fine structure results from
the emitter contact. The weak temperature dependence shows
that the fine structure is not due to states in the dot and is due
to tunneling processes from states below the Fermi level in
the emitter. The observation of thermally activated prereso-
nant fine structure peaks is consistent with this model. Also,
recent results have shown that the fine structure is due to
emitter states by studying transport in asymmetric quantum
dots.28 In these experiments, transport employing a thin emit-
ter and a thick collector shows no fine structure, as the
smaller collector transmission coefficient controls the tunnel-
ing current. In the reverse bias direction, when injecting from
the collector, the fine structure is observed. This clearly in-
dicates that the fine structure is dependent upon the injection
contact and is only observable when injection contact con-
trols the tunneling current. In our symmetric structure, we
observe the fine structure inbothbias directions, as expected.
The observation that the fine structure is generally more pro-
nounced in the reverse bias is also expected. The voltage to
energy conversion factor,a, for the reverse bias is slightly
larger thana for forward bias. This implies that the emitter
is thicker for the reverse bias andthinner for the forward
bias, which is consistent with the extreme case presented in
Ref. 28. The motion of the fine structure in magnetic field,
which is on the order of\vc , is consistent with what one
expects for states in GaAs when the confinement energy is
weak. The lack of dependence upon magnetic field orienta-
tion excludes states localized in the dot, as states in the dot
exhibit very different response in parallel (BuuI ) versus per-
pendicular (B'I ) magnetic field orientations due to the
strong quantum-well confinement.

The observed fine structure peak energy separations of
0.6–0.9 meV are too small to arise from 1D subbands in the
leads. For a 1400-Å-wide lead, the 1D subbands are calcu-
lated to be separated by 15 meV near the Fermi level. Even
if the lead diameter is increased to 3400 Å~much larger than
the possible fabrication upper limit of approximately 1500
Å! the calculated energy spacings are still 5 meV.

Other possible models to account for this close energy
separation, including interference effects,33 universal con-
ductance fluctuations~UCF!,34 or effects due to chaotic
transport35 can be individually excluded. Interference effects
require sharp corners in the lateral potential, which we do not
expect, and predict much larger values for the energy sepa-
ration of the fine structure than is observed~on order 50
meV!. UCF effects are expected to show a random motion in
magnetic field, not the monotonic dependence upon field that
is exhibited by the fine structure. Additionally, the observa-
tion of a thermally activated peak, the lack of a strong tem-
perature dependence of the fine structure, and the observa-
tion of the fine structure at temperatures greater than 10 K
also make UCF effects unlikely as an explanation for the fine
structure. The localization extent of the dot states makes any
chaotic trajectories inside the dot unlikely as well.

TABLE III. Average fine structure peak to peak separation and
standard deviation in meV.

Plateau Fine structure separation
~bias, field! x 6̄s ~meV!

Reverse,B'I 0.9160.4
Reverse,BuuI 0.8360.3
Forward,B'I 0.5860.2
Forward,BuuI 0.8160.3
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The small energy separation between the fine structure
peaks in conductance indicates that they may be due to the
effect that individual donors have upon the 1D density of
states in the emitter. For the dopant levels used in this struc-
ture, there are approximately two impurities in a 100-Å cube
in the emitter~the value of 100 Å is used as it is the mean
free path in the doped lead at low temperature!. This places
about 100 dopant atoms with electrons contributing to the
degenerate doping of the conduction band in this volume.
For a calculated Fermi level of 80 meV, this results in level
spacings that are approximately 0.8 meV in energy~2.2 mV
in forward bias, 1.6 mV in reverse bias!. This in good agree-
ment with the observed 0.6–0.9-meV spacing. Another pos-
sibility is to assume that fluctuations in the 1D emitter lead
cause localization in thez direction ~current direction!.
While this could be occurring, it is still difficult to obtain
energy spacings of 0.6–0.9 meV from this effect without
increasing the localization length to very large values~i.e.,
.3400 Å!. To investigate the responsible process further,
samples with different dopant levels and spacer layer thick-
nesses could be fabricated to conclusively determine if the
fine structure energy spacing is related to the discrete dop-
ants.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The electron spectroscopy of a quasi-0D vertical
In 12xGaxAs quantum dot resonant tunneling structure is in-
vestigated as a function of magnetic field and temperature.
Steps in current due to the discrete nature of the dot density
of states are observed. In magnetic field parallel to the cur-
rent, the step edges exhibit a diamagnetic shift as expected.
The magnitude of this diamagnetic shift is used as a direct
measure of the radial extent of the wave function in the dot.

In the magnetic field perpendicular to current, no shift is
observed, which conclusively shows that the current steps
are due to states localized in the epitaxial quantum well.
Suppression of the current plateaus is observed only for mag-
netic fields perpendicular to the current, and is found to be
consistent with a decreasing overlap between emitter and dot
wave functions. The inconsistencies in the step spacings, the
diamagnetic shifts, and lack of Zeeman splittings indicate
that transport is proceeding through more than one channel
in parallel ~i.e., two dots, or more!. A model incorporating
this type of transport is proposed and found to be consistent
with the first few plateaus.

Using the highly localized dot states as spectroscopic
probes, the electronic structure of the emitter electrode is
measured through the oscillatory fine structure observed on
top of the normal current plateaus. The fine structure modu-
lates with a period of 0.6–0.9 meV and is observed to be
reproducible, both upon repeated traces and upon thermal
cycling. Variable temperature results indicate that this fine
structure originates from below the Fermi level in the emit-
ter. With increasing temperature, statesabove the Fermi
level are populated. The observation of preresonant ther-
mally activated peaks as temperature increases is in excellent
agreement with the emitter discrete state model. In both par-
allel and perpendicular magnetic field orientations, the fine
structure peaks shift at approximately\vc51.7 meV/T,
which is again consistent with emitter states. The most likely
physical origin for the observed fine structure is the random
dopant distribution in the emitter contact.
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